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The one hundred twenty-sixth meeting of the South Dakota Code Commission was called to order by 
Chair Margaret Gillespie at 3:01 p.m. CT, January 15, 2020, in Room 363 of the State Capitol, Pierre, 
South Dakota.  
 

A quorum was determined with the following members answering the roll call: Commissioners Margaret 
Gillespie (Chair), Tom Lee (Vice Chair), Doug Decker, Steven Haugaard, and Arthur Rusch.  
  

Staff member present was Wenzel Cummings, Code Counsel. 
 
All material distributed at the meeting is attached to the original minutes on file in the Legislative Research 
Council (LRC). For purposes of continuity, these minutes are not necessarily in chronological order.  
 

Approval of Minutes 
 
Commissioner Rusch moved, seconded by Commissioner Haugaard, that the October 16, 2019, meeting 
minutes be approved. Motion prevailed on a roll call vote with 5 ayes. Voting aye: Gillespie, Decker, 
Haugaard, Lee, and Rusch.  
 

Staff Update 
 

Mr. Wenzel Cummings, Code Counsel, LRC, advised that while today’s meeting will be brief, the February 
meeting would include two requests to use the South Dakota Codified Law, and an update on the State 
Library Code Digitization Project and West Publishing’s copyright. 
 

Review and Discussion of House Bills 1012 and 1013 
 

Mr. Cummings provided information on the technical corrections bills, House Bills 1012 and 1013. 
Originally, they were intended to be one bill but were divided into two pieces of legislation because of 
their length. The bills surfaced when LRC’s IT staff were designing the new bill drafting system to allow for 
embedded hyperlinks whenever existing Code sections are referenced within the body of a bill. Errors 
were noted during the design process, indicating that the referenced sections did not exist, usually 
because the sections had been repealed without amending other sections that referenced the repealed 
sections. According to Mr. Cummings, approximately 480 internal cross-references throughout the Code 
are outdated and need to be corrected. 
 
Upon assuming the Code Counsel position, Mr. Cummings reviewed previous Code Commission minutes 
to get a better understanding of his role and the history of the Commission. During this review, he found 
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that technical corrections bills were an annual convention and there was no reference to the Commission 
granting the Code Counsel “authorization” to do them. Members were told that the practice was stopped, 
which resulted in a lot of incorrect Code citations. Mr. Cummings noted that he had mentioned the issue 
during the Commission’s previous meeting in October and advised that he would be bringing a technical 
corrections bill for the 2020 Legislative Session. 
 
The second of the two bills contains some repealers, as several sections of the Code are unenforceable 
because they are reliant upon other sections that have been repealed. Mr. Cummings said he had touched 
base with many of the affected agencies to get their input and a future bill may be necessary to address 
sections affecting those agencies he didn’t have the opportunity to speak with. 
 
Mr. Cummings reasserted that the goal is to clean up the Code, not make substantive changes to it. 
 
Commissioner Lee asked how the list of outdated references was compiled. Mr. Cummings said the IT staff 
put together the list, and he reached out for agency feedback if questions arose. 
 
Commissioner Lee wondered about the grammatical and style changes that had been made, including the 
move from “inclusive” to “through” and the use of semicolons. Mr. Cummings replied that the usage 
change to “through” was a personal style difference between himself and the LRC, and that he attempted 
to restrict changes as much as possible to technical corrections and not style and form changes. 
 
In response to Commissioner Lee as to whether eliminating “pursuant to” in the outdated sections 
eliminated the ability to reference the law, Mr. Cummings said he will work directly with those parties 
having similar concerns. 
 
Commissioner Decker asked if Section 47 of HB 1012 was more of a substantive than technical change. 
Mr. Cummings said the section could be removed, if needed. 
 
Commissioner Gillespie noted that the reason for the meeting was the language at the beginning of the 
bill “at the request of the Code Commission”, and as it referenced the Commission as having made the 
request, its members were being given the chance to ask questions and offer comment. 
 
Commissioner Rusch asked what impact the bills have on the printing of pocket parts. Mr. Cummings 
advised the impact would be minimal.  
 
Commissioner Decker raised concerns about the rewrite of Chapter 1-26 and the pocket parts that it would 
generate with the new drafting style if adopted for the whole Code. 
 
Commissioner Lee suggested including a note to clarify any changes in style. Mr. Cummings noted that 
most states include such a note in their drafting manual. 
 
Commissioner Rusch asked if the South Dakota Bar Association had any comments on the bills. Mr. Andrew 
Fergel, Executive Director, South Dakota Bar Association, said he did not have any comments on the two bills 
but that his organization did submit a cite change to the LRC that was included in HB 1013. 
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Commissioner Decker noted it had been he who stopped the technical corrections bill because he did not 
want to fight those battles about how to keep substantive changes out of technical corrections bills. Those 
opposed to the substantive changes would ultimately kill the bill, arresting any progress. 
 
Commissioner Rusch inquired if a motion was needed that the Code Commission is requesting these 
technical corrections bills. Mr. Cummings advised that the bills were already prefiled but the Commission 
could ratify that action. 
 
Commissioner Rusch moved, seconded by Commissioner Haugaard, that the Code Commission request 
the House Committee on Judiciary to introduce the bills for the limited purpose of making technical 
corrections. Motion prevailed on a roll call vote with 5 ayes. Voting aye: Gillespie, Decker, Haugaard, 
Lee, and Rusch.  

 
Public Testimony 

 
Mr. Andrew Fergel, Executive Director, South Dakota Bar Association, said his membership is concerned 
about the move to a more “federal” model of style and form, and as they are the primary users of the 
Code, they would like to have input on changes. While it was not clear whether more of the Bar members 
are supportive of or opposed to proposed changes, Mr. Fergel reported that those members with the 
most interest have stated they would like the Code to stay in its current format. 
 
Commissioner Haugaard suggested a presentation be developed for the Bar demonstrating how a chapter 
could be reworded and reorganized. 
 
Commissioner Rusch asked if it was Mr. Cummings’ intent to utilize the federal model to reorganize South 
Dakota Codified Law. Mr. Cummings replied that the Code is 52 years old and disorganized, and the first 
step is to identify what parts of the Code are most problematic and prone to misinterpretation. When 
those areas have been repaired, steps can be taken to make the Code more reader and research-friendly. 
Mr. Cummings said the entire process will take several years to complete, and he is also aware of the 
concerns from the public and practitioners about how it will be accomplished. He acknowledged that 
change in this type of situation can be difficult for all parties involved. 
 
Commissioner Gillespie noted there are problems that need to be addressed and it is important that the 
discussion on the matter continue. She asked that it be an agenda item for the February meeting.  
 

Staff Direction 
 

The date of the Commission's next meeting is pending. 
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Adjournment 
 
Commissioner Rusch moved, seconded by Commissioner Lee, to adjourn. Motion prevailed on a roll call 
vote with 5 ayes. Voting aye: Decker, Gillespie, Haugaard, Lee, and Rusch.  
 
Chair Gillespie adjourned the meeting at 3:58 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All committee agendas, minutes, and audio are available on the LRC website: http://www.sdlegislature.gov. Live committee audio is provided by South Dakota Public 
Broadcasting and is also available at http://www.sd.net. You may subscribe to electronic delivery of agendas and minutes at My LRC on the LRC website.  
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